
Switching Bluetooth on 

As of serial no. 210xxxxx H400 applicators are equipped with Bluetooth and enable with the help of the 
H400 App (https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.herma.h400, or, scan the QR code 
placed at the side of this paragraph) a remote access to the applicators. 
In the basic state of the applicator Bluetooth is off. For switching it on proceed as follows:

❏ Press the function key  and keep it pressed.

❏ Additionally press the plus key  and keep this pressed as well.

❏ Finally press the enter key .

If switching on was successful the Bluetooth symbol  appears on the display.

If Bluetooth was switched on for the first time the serial no. of your applicator is enquired for. Enter the 
applicator number given on the typelabel. Consequently this will serve for identifying the device 
(Bluetooth name). For entering the number proceed as described with the format management 
(„Name a format after saving it with up to 16 digits/characters by selecting the desired place of the 
name with the help of the key  and selecting the desired character for this place with the help of the 
key . Available are capital and lower case characters, numbers and special characters.
Place and character can be selected in one direction only.“).

If an error occurred after switching on or thereafter an error message will appear („Error Bluetooth“).

Therefter the serial number can be found under parameter 997 Serial number applicator in the 
„System“ menu and can there be changed / corrected, as the case may be.

With the help of system parameter 980 Bluetooth you can select the following:

00: 
Bluetooth is off.

01: 
Each time after activating the power supply (Power on) Bluetooth is switched on manually as described 
above (  +  + ).

02: 
Handling of Bluetooth via external display (always on). After „Power on“ automatic pairing, same as 
the last time.

! Each time after taking away the power supply (Power off) the procedure as described above has to 
be repeated.

Important: If one of the serial connections RS232 / RS 485 is active, Bluetooth should not be 
activated!!
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